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seat Ka se lbs ieee 4 The police may have found 

gments elsewhere in the pan- 



try area but I do not believe 
the ‘three bullet holes can vbe 
written .off as fragments. An 
impact pattern of small diameter 
and in a straight line from the - 
point of origin does not indicate 
deflection to me. The line of 
Sight from the positions indi- 
cated by the pictures—when pro- 
jected into the pantry—triangul- 
ates almost exactly on the point 
where Sirhan was positioned by 
witnesses. Since all the eight 
bullets Sirhan fired were ac- 
counted for except the one which 
the police claim was Tost, we 
must consider the possibility that 
the three bullets in the photos 
are bullets the police have not 
cared ta discuss, 
Att Kevin, KHJ radio news- 
jan, asked the chief of the spe- 

jal police detail, Robert 
Houghton, about the extra bul- 
ets in the pantry, Houghton told 

im that one went off the ceil- 
—one went “off the floor. 

id one was lost— 
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holes, (LAT2/25/69) One bullet 
is “supposed to have gone from — 
front to back through the right 4 
shoulder padding without wound- 
ing Kennedy. Be: 

| The third entry hole was locat- 
| ed at the back of the right arm- 

pit, very close to the other one, 
id the exit hole was located in 

the right of the front shoulder 
—in the region of the right Ia- 
pel, Dr. Thomas T, Noguchi, Los. Angeles “County Coroner, 
testified to the Grand Ji ry on 

r be o-| 

essary.’ * (LAHE-2/27/6 
So, Since Dr. Noguchi’s Grand 

Jury testimony regarding the di- 
rection of the wound was not re- 
Ported by the press or any other 
News media, the public knows 
nothing about it, Once again, 
Successfully, the people have 

_ been protected against them- 
selves and any bad thoughts they 
might have about a conspiracy. 

Another interesting question 
_ , Still unanswered is the question 

of powder burns on the back of 
Kennedy’s right ear, Dr, Noguch? 
testified at the Sirhan trial that 
the muzzle of the weapon could 
not have been more than one 
inch away, (LAHE-2/27/69) Yet, 

em. ‘is. not \ 

nedy, yon but_the gun to his 
it SEP 

vent Sirhan an-— Swered; “I was told to do this, sir," (LAHE-3/6/69) Mr. Coop. 

Address your thanks for this free mystery to District Attorney Younger’s office, eit 
__ To know there are too m 
bullets, one only fas to count 
them, Just count the actual bul- 

“Viets—in the places where they Were found—not the wounds, nor the bullet holes in the clothing, 
_ dust the bullets, = 
ONE recovered (in fragments) from Kennedy’s head. (Good Sa- maritan) ms 
ONE recovered from the back of ’ we neck, (Good Samari- 

ONE recovered Gn fragments) - nie Paul Schrade’s head (Kai- (ser Beal ns 
ONE recovered (in pieces) from. Elizabeth Evan's et ry tington) ee) 1e 
ONE recovered from left side of ee ae Weisel, (Kai- ser 
ONE recovered from left thigh of Ira Goldstein, (Encino) _ 
ONE recovered from lower left leg of Irwin Stroll (Midway) 
TWO recovered from center di- 
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